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This study discusses information about Corona Virus (COVID-19) and
students’ anxiety management. The purpose of this study is to give
clear information on COVID-19 and to find out how societies manage
their anxiety management due to the COVID-19 outbreak. It is library
research which was done at Universitas Kristen Indonesia. The finding
of this study was that two things need to be done to manage one's
anxiety: a) finding and understanding the scientific information about
COVID-19 from trusted sources correctly or from those who are
responsible in their explanation (government or health institutions),
and b) following the safety instructions concerning COVID-19. The
author concludes that the way to manage students’ anxiety is by
finding and understanding the right information and following the
safety instructions concerning COVID-19.
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Introduction
The world today is very vulnerable to the emergence, development and spread of various
infectious diseases, both new and old. The ease of transportation becomes a medium and
agent for spreading viruses and influences health both locally and internationally. These
conditions have caused high anxiety in all of the world's societies, and finally, it affects their
life conditions, and often people fall sick.
Anxiety is "a natural thing that has ever been experienced by every human being. Anxiety is
considered a part of everyday life. Anxiety is a general feeling, where a person feels fear or
loss of self-confidence that is not clear in origin or form" (Schmidt et al., 2009). Anxiety is
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“something that befalls almost every person at a certain time in his life”. Anxiety is “a normal
reaction to situations that are very stressful in a person's life” (Stein & Stein, 2008). Anxiety
is “a response to certain situations that threaten and is a normal thing to happen
accompanying developments, changes, new experiences or that have never been done, as well
as in discovering one's identity and meaning in life and it is a reaction that anyone can
experience” (Boelen & Reijntjes, 2009). However, excessive anxiety "is those that have
become disturbances will hamper a person's function in his life. Anxiety is a subjective
feeling of severe mental tension as a general reaction to the inability to overcome a problem
or the absence of security" (Hofmann et al., 2010).
These "erratic feelings are generally unpleasant, which will cause or be accompanied by
physiological and psychological changes. Anxiety is a response from a real or imagined
threat" (Phan et al., 2006). Anxiety is "experienced when thinking about something
unpleasant that will happen, and as a state of shock because of the threat to health" (Leary,
2013). Anxiety as an emotional state that has the characteristics of physiological arousal,
unpleasant tense feelings, and fears that something terrible will happen. Anxiety is "also a
great force in driving behaviour, both deviant or disturbing behaviour. Both are statements,
appearance, the incarnation of defence against anxiety” (Morrison & Heimberg, 2013). From
the above definitions, the author concludes that anxiety is fear or worry in certain situations
that are very threatening that can cause anxiety due to uncertainty in the future and fear that
something terrible will happen.
One of the situations that have caused high anxiety recently is the outbreak of the COVID-19.
It affects not only society's health physically but also psychologically. Within these three
months, almost all countries in the world are considered to be the transition zone of COVID19 which has become a world pandemic (Lippi & Plebani, 2020; Ren, Gao & Chen, 2020).
Coronavirus is "a large family of viruses that cause disease in humans and animals" (Zhong
et al., 2020). "Humans usually cause respiratory infections, from the common cold to serious
illnesses such as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS)". A new type of "coronavirus found in humans since an extraordinary
event appeared in Wuhan China, in December 2019, was later given the name Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-COV2) and caused COVID-19" (Zhavoronkov
et al., 2020; Tuite et al., 2020; Goyal et al., 2020; Anderson et al., 2020). "SARS is a
coronavirus that was identified in 2003 and belonged to the same large family of viruses as
COVID-19 but has different types of viruses. The symptoms are similar to COVID-19, but
SARS is heavier and more deadly but is no more infectious than COVID-19" (Sohrabi et al.,
2020; Nadim, Ghosh & Chattopadhyay, 2020; Guo et al., 2020; WHO, 2020). "Common
symptoms include fever ≥ 380C, dry cough, and shortness of breath". If there are people who
within 14 days before the symptoms travelled to an infected country or have treated/had close
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contact with a COVID-19 sufferer, then that person will have further laboratory tests to
confirm the diagnosis.
Like other respiratory ailments, COVID-19 “can cause mild symptoms including colds, sore
throat, coughing, and fever and about 80% of cases can recover without the need for special
care” (Cascella et al., 2020). About 1 out of every six people may suffer from severe pain,
such as pneumonia or difficulty breathing, which usually occurs gradually. Although the
mortality rate for this disease is still rare (around 2%), "for older people, and people with preexisting medical conditions (such as diabetes, high blood pressure and heart disease), they are
usually more vulnerable to becoming badly sick" (Li & Xia, 2020). People who have a fever,
cough and have difficulty breathing should immediately get medical help.
This background encourages the researcher to write this article to understand the management
of students’ anxiety concerning COVID-19, for that an article entitled "COVID-19 and
Students’ Anxiety Management” is written. Hopefully, this paper is beneficial to readers,
moreover, the societies who are challenged by high anxiety due to the outbreak of COVID19.
Theoretical Review
Anxiety is "a shocking situation because of a threat to health. Individuals that are classified as
normal sometimes experience anxiety that appears, so that it can be witnessed in the
appearance of physical and mental symptoms. These symptoms are pronounced in individuals
with mental disorders" (Goldin & Gross, 2010). "Physical symptoms include cold fingers,
faster heartbeat, cold sweats, headache, decreased appetite, sleeplessness, chest tightness
while mental symptoms are fear of feeling overwritten by danger, unable to concentrate
attention, not peace, want to run from reality" (Heinrichs et al., 2006; Acarturk, 2009).
Anxiety stems from "an unconscious feeling that is within one's personality and is not related
to real objects or circumstances that exist. Some of the symptoms of anxiety include a) there
are just things that are very worrying about the heart; almost every incident causes fear and
anxiety. Anxiety is a form of courage to things that are not clear; b) strong and volatile
emotions. Like to be angry and often in a state of excited (splashy) which peaked, very
irritable, but often also depressed by depression; c) followed by various fantasies, delusions,
illusions, and delusions of persecution (pursued delusions); d) often feel nausea and vomiting,
the body feels exhausted, sweat a lot, tremble, and often suffer from diarrhoea; e) chronic
tension and fear appear that causes very rapid heart pressure or high blood pressure" (Bögels
et al., 2010).
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The symptoms of anxiety are “categorized into three types of symptoms, including a)
physical symptoms of anxiety, namely anxiety, limbs trembling, sweating a lot, difficulty
breathing, the heart beats fast, feel weak, chills, hot-cold, irritable or offended; b) behavioural
symptoms of anxiety that is avoiding, shaken, attached and dependent; c) cognitive symptoms
of anxiety, namely: worry about something, disturbing feelings of fear of something that
happens in the future, belief that something frightening will happen soon, fear of the inability
to overcome the problem, the mind feels mixed or confused, difficult to concentrate”
(Aderka, 2012).
Anxiety "often develops over some time and is largely dependent on one's entire life
experience. Special events or situations can accelerate anxiety attacks. Several factors show
anxiety reactions, including a) Environment - The environment or surrounding area of
residence affects the way individuals think about themselves and others. It is due to
unpleasant experiences in individuals with family, friends, or colleagues. So that the
individual feels insecure to their environment; b) Emotions suppressed - Anxiety can occur if
the individual is unable to find a way out for his feelings in this personal relationship,
especially if he suppresses anger or frustration for a very long period; and c) Physical causes The mind and body always interact with each other and can cause anxiety. It is seen in
conditions such as pregnancy, during adolescence and when recovering from an illness.
During these conditions, changes in feelings are common, and this can cause anxiety"
(Buckner, 2010).
Some of the causes of anxiety are "a) anxiety arising from seeing a danger that threatens him.
This anxiety is closer to fear because the source is visible in mind; b) anxiety because of
feeling guilty or guilty, for doing things that are contrary to belief or conscience. This anxiety
often accompanies the symptoms of mental disorders, which sometimes appear in general
forms. This anxiety is caused by things that are not clear and not related to anything. It
sometimes comes along with feelings of fear that affect the overall personality of the
sufferer".
Anxiety is "present because of excessive emotion". Besides, it was able to attend because of
the accompanying environment, family, school, and the causes. Factors that influence the
existence of anxiety are a) Family environment - The condition of the house with conditions
that are full of quarrels or full of misunderstanding and the parents' ignorance of their
children, can cause discomfort and anxiety in children while in the house; b) Social
Environment - Social environment is one of the factors that can affect individual anxiety. If
the individual is in a bad environment, and the individual causes bad behaviour, then there
will be various bad judgments in the eyes of the community so that it can cause anxiety"
(Stein & Stein, 2008).
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Anxiety arises because “of threats or dangers that are not real and at any time occur in
individuals and the rejection of the community causes anxiety to be in the environment that
has just been encountered. Factors that influence anxiety are a) Physical factors - Physical
weakness can weaken an individual's mental state to facilitate anxiety; b) Trauma or conflict The emergence of anxiety symptoms is very dependent on the condition of the individual, in
the sense that emotional experiences or mental conflicts that occur in individuals will
facilitate the onset of symptoms of anxiety; and c) Poor initial environment - The
environment is the main factors that can affect individual anxiety, if the factor is not good it
will hinder the formation of personality so that symptoms of anxiety appear” (Hofman et al.,
2010).
Method
The method of the study used was qualitative research with the "Library Research" approach.
In this study, the researchers were the "key instruments". In answering the research questions,
some theories that are directly related to the topic of "COVID-19 and Students' Anxiety
Management" are read and analyzed (Tyas & Naibaho, 2019; Nadeak & Naibaho, 2019).
These theories were sourced from books, journals and proceedings (Pubmed, Google Scholar,
Google with keywords "COVID-19" and Anxiety Management"), as well as other documents
and then, turned into research data which was analyzed descriptively.
Discussion
Anxiety is an impermanent emotional condition or a human condition that varies in intensity
and fluctuates with time. This condition is subjective and where the person “consciously feels
tension and fear, and the activation of the autonomic nervous system occurs, the level of
anxiety increases in conditions that are felt to be threatening, regardless of objective danger"
(Heinrichs et al., 2006). The intensity of anxiety is low in conditions that are not stressful or
in conditions where the danger is not felt as a threat. The emergence of anxiety is strongly
influenced by "external stimulus" or "internal" which are felt to threaten or endanger
individuals. How the person reacts depends on the stimulus that evokes the anxiety and from
an individual's experience in a similar condition: stressful situations that are overcome
several times will develop the ability of individuals to provide effective responses that will
quickly reduce feelings of being threatened and reduce the level of anxiety. High anxiety is
an unpleasant experience and will make cognitive processes and motor processes (defence
mechanism) decrease (Aderka et al., 2012).
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Figure. Spielberger's Process Model of Anxiety (Bilsky, 1993)

The above figure shows that the cross-sectional process of the anxiety phenomenon starts
with an external event that is a threat from outside (stressor). Next, the individual performs a
cognitive assessment of the stressor that arises. Cognitive assessment is determined by the
learning process, evaluative abilities and basic anxiety levels. Does he assess the stimulus as
something dangerous or not? If the stimulus is considered dangerous (threatening) for the
individual, then anxiety arises for a moment (state of anxiety). For a moment, this anxiety
will arise psychological and physiological reactions, and this reaction causes unpleasant
conditions in the individual. Furthermore, individuals try to overcome these unpleasant
conditions with defence mechanisms or self-defence, namely by reducing anxiety or by
increasing cognitive activity.
The occurrence of anxiety is through several gradual processes, and the process is as follows:
(i) anxiety occurs for a moment due to the stimulation of the individual and by the individual;
(ii) the stimulation is considered as something dangerous or threatening, these stimuli can
come from outside or from within the individual; (iii) individual assessment of similar stimuli
by using self-defence mechanisms; (iv) individual's subjective feelings towards worrying
shadows differ from one individual to another.
A stressor that is not considered stressful will not cause anxiety in the individual and anxiety
will not arise. Stressors which have a threatening meaning will increase primary anxiety, both
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in individuals with low or high underlying anxiety. However, an increase in primary anxiety
is not automatically an increase in personal anxiety. The use of appropriate self-defence
mechanisms can reduce the increase in underlying anxiety. It might not increase personal
anxiety, and the behaviour displayed by the individual is not anxious, even if the individual
has excellent underlying anxiety.
So, the level of primary anxiety in an individual is not a linear relationship with an increase in
momentary anxiety. High and low primary anxiety is a disposition in the individual to
quickly become anxious or whether he becomes anxious. However, anxious behaviour that is
displayed is the interaction of the right self-defence mechanism that will cause an individual's
momentary anxiety to be lower even if the individual has sizeable underlying anxiety.
Likewise, on the contrary, the use of inappropriate self-defence mechanisms will relatively
increase momentary anxiety, even if the underlying anxiety in an individual is small. The
intensity of momentary anxiety is proportional to the size of the threat experienced by the
individual. The higher the perceived threat, the greater the intensity of misguided anxiety.
The length of time a stimulus is perceived to be threatening depends on the individual's
experience in dealing with specific situations in the past (Bilsky, 1993; Parka, Jeongb, &
Leec, 2019).
An aroused moment of anxiety will activate the autonomic nervous system in the individual
so that specific bodily physiological reactions occur. Individuals who are confronted with
stimuli that threaten and increase anxiety for a moment will try to reduce and avoid the
anxiety to adjust. Success or failure of individuals in the use of self-defence mechanisms will
be the feedback that affects the cognitive assessment of individuals. Individuals will then be
more selective in using the mechanism of self-defence. Self-defence mechanisms cause
changes in a person's cognitive assessment. The aspect of "cognitive appraisal will precede
the existence of threats (stressors) from outside the self". If the stimulus is considered
dangerous, it will arouse the rise of anxiety, then lead to initiatives for individuals to
overcome them by using self-defence mechanisms.
From the above elaboration on anxiety, the way to manage one's anxiety on COVID-19 will
be elaborated as follows: The first thing to do is that everybody should find the right, correct
or scientific information from a trusted source and understand it correctly. It should be made
clear that she or he is knowledgeable about COVID-19 information which is given by the
government or health institution.
A person can be infected with COVID-19. This disease can spread through small droplets
from the nose or mouth when coughing or sneezing. The droplet then falls on the surrounding
objects. If someone else touches an object that has been contaminated with the droplet, then
that person touches the eyes, nose or mouth (facial triangle), then that person can be infected
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with COVID-19 (Porcheddu et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020; Salehi et al., 2020). Besides,
someone will also be infected with COVID-19 when accidentally inhale droplets from
sufferers. It is why it is essential to keep a distance of about one meter from people who are
sick. Until now, experts continue to investigate to determine the source of the virus, the type
of exposure and how it is transmitted. It is crucial to stay on top of the sources of accurate
and official information about the development of this disease.
The primary mode of transmission of this disease is through small droplets released when a
person coughs or sneezes, at present WHO considers that "the risk of transmission from
someone with no symptoms of COVID-19 is highly unlikely. However, many people who
identified COVID-19 only experienced mild symptoms such as mild coughing, or not
complaining of pain, which might occur in the early stages of the disease. Until now, experts
are continuing to investigate to determine the transmission period or incubation period of
COVID-19" (Sahu, Mishra & Lal, 2020). COVID-19 is caused by a type of virus from the
large Coronavirus family, which is commonly found in animals. Until now, the source of
COVID-19 infectious animals is unknown, and experts continue to investigate various
possible types of infectious animals (Rao & Vazquez, 2020; Malik, 2020; Williams, 2020).
At present, no evidence has been found that "pets such as dogs or cats can be infected with
the COVID-19 virus. However, it is far better to always wash hands with soap and water after
contact with pets. This habit can protect against various common bacteria such as E.coli and
Salmonella which can move between pets and humans" (Garfin, Silver & Holman, 2020;
Iacus, Natale, Vespe, 2020; Yu et al., 2020).
It is not yet known with certainty how long COVID-19 can stay on the surface of an object,
although preliminary studies show that COVID-19 can last for several hours, depending on
the type of surface, temperature, or humidity of the environment. Nevertheless, a pure
disinfectant can kill the virus so that it is impossible to infect people. Washing hands with
soap and water, or alcohol-based hand rubs, and avoiding touching eyes, mouth or nose
(facial triangle) is more effective at protecting yourself. People who live or travel in areas
where the COVID-19 virus is circulating are very likely to be infected. Those infected are
people who within 14 days before symptoms travelled to an infected country, or who are in
close contacts, such as family members, co-workers or medical personnel who treat patients
before they know they are infected with COVID-19. Health care workers who treat patients
infected with COVID-19 are at higher risk and must consistently protect themselves with
appropriate infection prevention and control procedures.
People who are infected with COVID-19 and influenza will experience the same respiratory
tract symptoms, such as fever, cough and runny nose. Although the symptoms are the same,
the causes of the virus are different, so it is difficult for us to identify each of these diseases.
Accurate medical examination accompanied by laboratory reference is needed to confirm
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whether someone is infected with COVID-19. For anyone who has a fever, cough and
difficulty breathing it is recommended to seek treatment immediately, and notify health
workers if they have travelled from an affected area within 14 days before symptoms appear,
or if they have been in close contact with someone who is suffering symptoms of respiratory
tract infections.
The second thing to do is to follow the safety instructions. Until now, there is no vaccine to
prevent the transmission of COVID-19. Some ways of preventing the transmission of this
virus are a) Maintaining health and fitness so that the body's stamina remains excellent and
the immune system/immune system increases; b) Washing hands regularly using water and
soap or alcohol-based hand rub. Washing hands often kill viruses that may be in our hands,
and this action is also one of the most straightforward and most inexpensive actions. About
98% of the spread of the disease comes from the hands. Therefore, maintaining hand hygiene
is very important; c) Covering your nose and mouth with a tissue or upper arm (not with your
palm) when coughing and sneezing; d) Avoiding contact with other people or travelling to
public places; e) Avoiding touching the eyes, nose and mouth (facial triangle). Hands touch
many things that can be contaminated with viruses; f) Using a mouth and nose mask when
you are sick or when in public; g) Disposing of used tissues and masks in the trash, then
washing hands properly; h) Postponing a trip to the area/country where this virus was found;
i) Avoiding travelling outside the house when you feel unwell, especially if you have a fever,
cough or difficulty breathing. Immediately contact the nearest health worker, and ask for their
help. Tell the officer if in the previous 14 days you have travelled, especially to an infected
country, or have been in close contact with people who have the same symptoms. Follow
directions from local health workers; j) always monitor the development of COVID-19
disease from official and accurate sources. Follow the directions and information from the
health officer and the local health service. Information from the right sources can help protect
from the transmission and spread of this disease.
The use of masks is only for people who have symptoms of respiratory infections (coughing
or sneezing), suspect they have COVID-19 with mild symptoms, those who treat
symptomatic people (such as fever and cough) and health workers. Although it is still
suggested to prevent the outbreak of COVID-19, everybody should use masks. The most
effective ways to protect us from the transmission of COVID-19 are to wash hands regularly,
keep mouth covered when coughing with folded elbows or tissues and keep a distance of at
least one meter from people who are sneezing or coughing.
If you are not in a COVID-19 infected area, have not travelled from one of these areas, or
have not had close contact with someone who has COVID19 symptoms or feels unwell, you
are less likely to contract COVID-19. However, it is understandable that you might feel
stressed and anxious about the current situation. Stay calm and do not be panic. Look for
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correct and accurate information about the development of COVID-19 so that you are aware
of the situation in your area and you can take reasonable precautions. If you are in a COVID19 infected area, you must be serious about this risk. Always take care of health and heed
information and advice from health authorities.
Conclusion
The best ways to manage one's anxiety is a) finding the right and correct or scientific
information from a trusted source and understand it correctly, and government and health
institutions should find the best way and actively delivering the information about COVID-19
to the societies, so his societies become knowledgeable about the COVID-19, and b)
following the safety instructions for COVID-19 such as: maintaining health and fitness;
washing hands regularly using water and soap or alcohol; when coughing and sneezing make
sure that nose and mouth are covered using tissues or the upper arm; avoiding contact with
other people or travel to public places; avoiding touching the eyes, nose and mouth; using a
mouth and nose mask; disposing of used tissues and masks in the trash; postponing a trip to
the area/country where this virus was found; avoiding travelling outside the house when you
feel unwell; and always monitor the development of COVID-19 disease from official and
accurate sources.
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